ON THE DIVISION OF WAR LABOR

DIGNITY LITTLE FOLK OF ITHACA WHO RADIATE JOYS

SUNLIT AND SHADOW

FREE TO ASTHMA SUFFERERS

THE STALK AFTER PULCHRITUDE

THE EPISTLES OF EDNA

FREE ASTHMA COUPON

THE TELEGRAM, OCTOBER 13, 1918

Miss Mary's Little FOLK OF ITHACA WHO RADIATE JOYS

PREACHER IN SCHOOLS

THE PLAYGROUND PILLOW

SOLDIERS' SUIT WITH CAP FREE

SOLDIER SUIT WITH CAP FREE

AT THE HOSTESS HOUSE

SUNBURN, FREE! FOOT BAIL FREE!

FREESUIT FREE!

NO MOVING PICTURE MACHINE FREE!

SCOUTING SUITS FREE!
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AND BY EDNA

PREACHER IN SCHOOLS

BISHOP PASTOR WILL ATTEND TO ALL THIS
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